Introduction
In this study, a proposed data mining model has been separated into two different techniques, but it performs consecutively. The techniques are classification and clustering method of conceptual modeling. Thus, the cancer data must be converted into a knowledge base which is called as training data. The cancer patient data and training data to be built with classification using decision tree. The classification and significant pattern analysis will generate the frequent patterns from the cancer dataset. The clustering techniques which analyze the frequent pattern mining cancer patient data to be cluster based on the type of cancer. The result in disease attribute from the frequent pattern mining can be highlighted as attribute disease impact in the clustering group is called as class variable. The way lung cancer is diagnosed is by inspecting a patient's scan images, looking for small blobs in the lungs called nodules. Finding a nodule is not in itself indicative of cancer; the nodules must have certain characteristics (shape, size, etc.) to support a cancer diagnosis. Several approaches to address the detection and classification of lung nodules have been proposed in the literature, including both techniques that rely on traditional image processing and computer vision tools, and those that rely on representation learning and data mining. Nodule detection generally relies on image segmentation techniques. Traditional image processing techniques make use of intensity and geometrical shape features of connected components, graph cuts and active contours [2] , and fuzzy c-means clustering [1] . Recently, machine learning algorithms have shown to be good for segmenting neuronal structures and identifying regions with nodules. A distinctive feature of the network is that it combines low-level features at the early layers with sampled higher-level features at the layers to make its predictions. The approach is much faster than those in which a classifier is trained to predict each pixel based on the surrounding patch [3] , since it does not require the network to make pixel-level predictions. Other approaches rely on information for detection, such as using a machine learning to classify sub-volumes as either containing a nodule or not or using a voxel-level classification approach with a machine learning algorithm [3] . For the classification of segmented nodules, reported methods have used an autoencoder-based approach with a binary decision tree [3] , deep features extracted from algorithms and passed to SVM and k-nearest neighbor, the classifier, while earlier approaches relied on manually computed shape, texture, and size features of segmented nodules with shallow classifiers like LDA, quadratic discriminant and logistic regression. Therefore, computer processing to assist lung cancer detection is one of most timely need of the world. Here we proposed an intelligent system for binary classification problem to detect the presence of lung cancer in a given patient-CT-lung scan. The proposed system uses combination of machine learning, feature based machine learning and rule-based processing to assess whether a given scan and data is of cancerous patient or not. It will output top candidate regions for nodules, common shape and texture parameters for each nodule region-of-interest, malignancy estimation for each nodule region of interest and overall malignancy of the whole scan and data available. Such a system will dramatically reduce the false positive rate that plagues the current detection technology. And help to find nodules missed by human error [4] . Regardless of the malignancy outcome, automatic nodule detection can be a big help for radiologists since the nodules can easily be overlooked And it will help to get patients to access life-saving interventions earlier. It will give radiologists more time to spend with their patients, and the system avoids additional follow-up imaging and interventional treatment. It will be advancing the state of the art in future screening, care and prevention.
Related work & problem statement
The problem is to detect nodules in the input images, we make use of the Classifier network to segment the nodule regions [5] . These detected nodules, or features extracted from them, are used later as the input to a classifier to determine whether the patient will develop cancer or not. The Classifier also follows UCI's tutorial for the extraction of nodules, but we had to train our own version. It is trained on the normalized, segmented lung images from the UCI's dataset and predicts binary masks that represent nodule locations. And to find out the appropriate lung segmentation. In approach, we start by detecting candidate nodule regions. In order to reduce the number of false positives generated in this process, it is helpful to isolate the lung regions (where nodules appear) and clear everything else in the CT scans. We do this following the UCI's tutorial referenced earlier. The approach described in the tutorial relies on heuristics that seem to work well on both UCI's dataset [6] . The lung segmentation step first isolates the lungs by segmenting the images based on the intensity of the pixels. Then, morphological filtering (dilation and erosion) is used to fill out the lung mask, patching any holes that could result from the segmenting. Normalization is used in all approaches. Each image in the CT scan images is centered by subtracting its mean and normalized by dividing by its standard deviation. We find that this approach works better than normalizing the entire dataset as a whole (using the mean and standard deviation of the whole dataset). In nodule detection stage we extract candidate regions for nodules which become the input to the cancer classification stage for malignancy estimation. Each of the stages consists of ensemble models of SVM. DT and k-NN feature based classifiers to generate more accurate results.
Methodology
In this section, we describe the preprocessing steps we used in our experiments, as well as three approaches to address the problem. Some of the preprocessing steps (mainly lung segmentation, extracting tumors by applying masks, and building the Classifier) follow the tutorial provided on the competition website and use some of the provided code [6] . In our approach to lung cancer detection, we start by detecting nodules in each patient's CT scans and extracting patches around them. Then we encode these patches using one of three encodings (to be described next) and use the average encoding of all the patches returned for a patient as the feature vector representing them. Finally, we train an SVM classifier on these feature vectors.
Dataset description
UCI provided the main dataset for the competition which contained scan images and data from 1397 patients for the training set that are labeled with cancer or no cancer. In addition, there are 198 patients used for the test set. A single patient's data may contain hundreds of image and data slices. In total, there are over 1026 instances of size 512x512 and 11-plus the class attributes having only two sets of values either 2 malign or 4 benign. The main difficulty faced when using this dataset, aside from its large size, is that the labels provided are at the patient-level only; in other words, no information is provided about the location and classification of nodules. UCI publicly available dataset which includes scans along with corresponding nodule locations annotated by 4 experienced [7] . This dataset is used to train a neural network for the segmentation of nodules in scans, since the original UCI dataset does not contain nodule annotations. The nodule detection is done using the Classifier. To reduce the number of false positives returned by the Classifier further, we follow a simple heuristic in this approach: for any nodule in any slice, if the Classifier does not detect a nodule next slice (with the set of slices ordered by position) in the vicinity of that nodule, we discard it.
The assumption here is that nodules extend over multiple slices, and consequently, a nodule that appears in just the one slice is assumed to be a false positive. (We describe a more systematic way of addressing false positives; we describe this approach in order to remain faithful to the methods we implemented.) We extract patches around the remaining candidate nodules.
Autoencoders are a special kind of SVM and k-NN that are trained to map the input onto itself, with the constraint that one of the hidden layers (usually called the bottleneck layer) have a lower dimensionality than the input. In this sense, they represent a class of dimensionality reduction techniques using data mining classification of data [7] . A classifier auto-encoder is an auto-encoder that uses classifier layers (using at the beginning of the encoder and the end of the decoder). We use a classifier auto-encoder and train it on all the patches extracted from all the patients. Then, we use the auto-encoder to encode each patch as a 64-dimensional vector [5] [6] .
As the Loss/objective function, the Sorensen-Dice coefficient loss was used. It is the 2 times intersection between the true nodule and predicted nodule divided by their union. Equation (1) explains this metric further.
Like in many kinds of medical image segmentation problems the interested positive class samples are quite small compared to the large background (negative class). Therefore, it is required to apply more importance on correctly predicting the positive class. The reason behind selecting the Dice coefficient loss as the metric is, it indirectly applies more weight to correctly predicting the positive class while considering true negatives as uninteresting defaults. For the training process graphical processing unit was used, which has a memory. We trained the network on more epochs (no of iterations on training dataset) with a batch size (no of samples to forward pass per one weight update) of 2. Local Binary Patterns is a popular descriptor in Computer Vision used to capture the textural content of images [7] . Each pixel is giving a binary code based on its value relative to its neighboring pixels. This is done by giving a value of 1 neighboring pixel that have values greater than or equal to the value of the pixel being considered and a value of zero to those with lower values [8] [9] . This results in an n-bit binary code describing each pixel, where n is the number of neighbors. The histogram of these binary codes in an image is used as the feature vector describing that image. The approach to encoding the candidate patches is to use the raw patch pixels as the encoding. In other words. Four parameters; true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) are calculated by the logical AND between ground truth mask and predicted binary mask. Then the sensitivity, specificity, precision and F1-score values were calculated based on these parameters as below.
(2)
For the performance analysis of this stage test scans was used. First, we took the results only from the machine learning segmentation approach and followed through the false positive reduction step to calculate the area measures [8] . These three methods provide encodings for the patches. Of the three encodings, using the attended vector representation yielded the best results on a validation set, and consequently is the one used in the UCI submission [10] . However, in the end we need a representation on the patient-level; i.e., we need a single feature vector describing each patient, since the given labels describe whether a patient is diagnosed with cancer or not, but do not say anything about nodules. To this end, we use the average encoding of all the patches detected for a given a patient as the final feature vector representing that patient. Finally, we train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and decision tree (DT) kernel on these feature vectors [7] . In the previous approach, we followed a simple heuristic to remove the false positives in the nodule detection phase, which involved checking subsequent slices for similar detections. However, we noticed there were still many false positives in the detected nodules, which caused problems when training a classifier. To circumvent this, we develop an approach which involves keeping nodule detections that are found in regions where multiple detections were made across all slices for a single patient [8] . The approach generates a classifier to combine the detections of the Classifier on all the slices for a single patient. All the nodule regions detected for a patient with the regions that are redder indicating more detections at those pixel locations [9] . There are false positive detections in various places of the scan, but only a few regions have multiple detections i.e. the red blobs with higher intensity. The classifier is then segmented to keep only the pixels that have had repeated detections. The idea behind this approach is that the regions that have had multiple detections from the nodule segmentation are more likely to be actual nodules using data mining. From there, only the slices that overlap with the segmented classifier nodule regions are kept. Dice coefficient is the metric used to evaluate how much a segmented nodule overlaps with one of the nodules of classifier using data mining.
If the detected nodule is over a certain value for the dice coefficient, it is kept and cropped to a 50x50 image to keep as a true detected nodule for that patient, and as data for the nodule classification. Moreover, unlike the approach, which averages nodule encodings to arrive at a patient-level representation that corresponds to the provided labels [8] , in this approach, a detected nodule is labeled cancerous if the patient has cancer and non-cancerous does not. The advantage of this approach is that, again, it does not rely on detecting nodules. Hence, we do not have to handle false positives or look for a way to map nodules to the patient-level labels using data mining. The only preprocessing involved in this approach is that we normalize each slice and truncate the volumes or pad them so that they have the same shape (since the number of slices varies from patient to patient). The approach, we tried is like the pre-determined approaches with a machine learning, except that the classification method to reduce false positives is substituted for the heuristic method described in the approach [9] . As with the second approach, during training, patches are labeled cancerous if they come from a cancer patient, and non-cancerous otherwise. During testing, the model outputs a probability for each nodule detected for a test patient using data mining, and the final predicted probability is taken as the average of those probabilities.
Implementation
According to [11] , there are three basic stages of the lung cancer detection system. In the first stage, image capture stage, the data of the lungs are collected [14] . The second stage, the image enhancement stage, applies image preprocessing techniques to increase the quality of the images. In the third stage, Data and image segmentation algorithms are applied. In the last stage, feature extraction stage, general features which indicate the normality or abnormality of lungs are extracted from the enhanced images. The two methods used for this purpose are:
• Binarization: This approach depends on the number of black versus white pixels. If black pixels in the segmented image are greater than white color, then the image is normal otherwise abnormal.
• Masking: This approach depends on the masses in lungs that appear as white connected areas inside the region of interest of the image. The blue color of solid indicates normal case other than that indicates cancer. Combining both the approaches it is concluded whether the case is normal or abnormal [8] .
Architecture of a classifier that takes an input object (image in our case) and outputs a label that best describes the object (image). It is a supervised machine learning algorithm. Figure 1 shows the architecture of SVM and k-NN. The first layer of the SVM is the training layer. In this layer, features are detected from the input data by performing element-wise multiplication with the feature detector [13] . The output of this layer is a set of feature maps. After convolution layer, the size of the image is reduced without any loss to the spatial relationships between pixels. The second layer is the rectifier layer which introduces non-linearity in the network. Rectifier layer is followed by the pooling layer. In pooling layer, each region of the pixel is represented by the max value (max pooling) in the region. This further reduces the image size, while preserving the features and reducing the number of parameters, which can help prevent over-fitting. Pooling layer is followed by the flattening step which simply converts the 2-dimensional grid into a single dimensional array. The last layer of the network is the fully connected layer. In a fully connected layer, we attach an artificial neural network to the output of the flattening layer. This layer combines features to create more attributes that predict the classes [12] [13] [14] . It works by giving weight to certain features that predict a certain class. Thus, these features have a higher vote for a certain class. Errors are back propagated to improve accuracy. To build the SVM, DT and k-NN classification, we explored available machine learning frameworks those provide basic building blocks and application programming interfaces (API) to code in Python. Among them we found Keras and SciPy more beneficial than other libraries including Pandas, Caffe, Pytorch and Scikit-Learn etc. in terms of faster compile times, framework growing speed and development support [14] .Processing Training Dataset to train the segmentation network we need input data and targets associated with it. As the target we have to generate a binary data indicating the nodule location using the diameter given in each nodule annotation in UCI's dataset. But before fed to the network we must reduce the search space by segmenting only lungs and removing low intensity regions, which greatly reduces the computational complexity. The next step of our cancer classification pipeline is the pre-processing. The scans provided have been taken from different scanners having different properties [15] . Before feeding into any kind of classifier it is very important to make these scans as homogeneous as possible. Therefore, we carried out several preprocessing steps. First the formatted scan was read using SVM, DT and k-NN at the same time voxel spacing and origin coordinates of the scanner in mm were saved. Then it is required to convert these raw data which is a measure of density. For this we first multiply each slice from its slope and then add the intercept value usually contained in the header file [12] .
The purpose of three SVM, DT and k-NN approaches for cancer classification described above are twofold. One trivial fact is to improve the accuracy of the prediction since it is same as the getting ensemble of results from two clinical procedures [18] . Other is to calculate and visualize useful features of detected nodules by our analysis tool. This causes our system to output more human interpretable results, where we will be unable if only the deep learning method is employed. In our pipeline, after getting the probabilities of each region being a nodule from the false positive reduction stage, we extracted topmost probable nodule candidate regions out of them. We choose patches centered on them since when taking a smaller number of patches, it gives high specificity but low sensitivity. Increasing this number than result high sensitivity but low specificity [19] . It can be clearly seen that combination of the two approaches results in higher performance in all measures. To test whether this improvement is significant statistically, we followed a t-test.
Cancer Classification Stage for the machine learning algorithms were developed for cancer classification, after iterating different times on the training dataset we finally achieved a training accuracy and validation accuracy. The training accuracy and the test accuracy variation at various stages of training procedure [15] . Note that reasons behind the validation accuracy leading the test accuracy are applying dropout layers and the accuracy calculation procedure. The accuracy values stated above are for per nodule cancer classification. Then we calculated performance measures for scan cancer classification. For this purpose, we calculated cancer labels for each scan in UCI's dataset as one if at least one nodule contained in the scan is cancerous and zero otherwise.
4.

Results
The results obtained at each intermediate step of the learning procedure is indicated. It can be seen that after certain no of learning iterations, the output where it indicates the possible nodule locations of the input data slice becomes more similar to the true nodule mask, which is shown in second column [18] . Actually, output obtained from SVM, DT and k-NN is a kind of probability map, where highest values indicating the high probable nodule regions. Therefore, to obtain a binary mask we should find a proper threshold value [16] . First, we set this value as the mean of each predicted slice.
But it led to a huge no of false positives since the mean is a very small number and lots of regions having values higher than that number. We calculated sensitivity and specificity values in terms of area having this threshold set at different values (How we calculated these measures are explained in results section). Increasing the threshold lead to high values of sensitivity but low specificity values. Therefore, as the threshold to compromise between both these parameters [17] . Feature Based Lung Nodule Segmentations the second approach to get initial nodule candidate regions we applied rule based image processing techniques. Segmenting, morphological operations, connected component properties, edge detection, hole filling, clear border, average like image processing techniques were combined to get the results. A critical step here is the lung segmentation where we followed very similar technique of SVM, DT and k-NN. The major steps are; segmenting, removing the blobs connected to border, keep only the two largest connected components in each slice (figure 1), erosion operation with a disk of radius followed by closing operation with a disk of radius to keep the lung wall attached nodules inside the lung mask, It takes a slice as the input and returns a slice of the same size as the output which is the segmentation map of nodules. To reduce the computational power we down sized the number of input vectors in each layer to half size of the original architecture by taking edge input after finding (Table 1&2) the precision, recall, f1 score and support each corresponding slice will reduce the computation and give the percentage for detecting the lung nodules and tumors. Total 97.5% accuracy is achieved throughout the process. View of lung scan threshold with corresponding lung data available. Selecting the radius of the disk used for the closing operation is critical. For low values of the disk radius, the wall attached nodules kept as part of the lung wall and removed from the lung region. For high values of disk radius lung wall attached nodules were also kept inside the lung region [20] . But when increasing the disk radius, the part of bronchus also included as lung regions. Since nodules can also be attached to the bronchus this is desirable for some extent. But since the bronchus has similar intensities as nodules, unnecessarily inclusion of bronchus results in problems in later steps.
5.
Discussion
In this paper, we describe the methods, implementation steps, and results of our project on lung cancer detection. We evaluated approach that used various machine learning techniques. In the part, we made use of a Classifier for the segmentation of potentially cancerous nodules from patient scans.
A simple heuristic is used to remove false positives by keeping nodule detections only if they are detected in the slice using data mining [21] . We explored three different ways to encode the patches in this approach, and found, rather unexpectedly, that using the raw pixels yielded better results than more sophisticated methods such as autoencoders and local binary patterns. To resolve the issue of the unavailable nodule-level labels, we computed a patient-level average feature vector from the encoded patches. Using this approach, we obtained our best score and a rank of 535/1679. In the approach, we tried to reduce the number of false positives by using a classifier to combine all nodule detections for a patient [17] and segmenting it to keep the regions that have the most detections. Despite the additional step to remove false positives, the score obtained did not improve from the approach [19] . This could be explained by the fact that the nodule detection has a lot of false negatives; it is not segmenting nodule regions that should be identified and cropped. Additionally, it was seen that there are still many false positives using the classifier. This could be better addressed with a better ne-tuning of parameters like the threshold value to keep the nodules across all the slices, and the dice coefficient threshold which show how much a nodule must overlap in the lung regions to be kept as a nodule for classification. In the third approach, we used all slices for a single patient with a data mining and machine learning to exploit the volumetric data. While this approach required the least preprocessing and the least assumptions or approximations as far as extracting and labeling individual nodules are concerned, the model required excessive amounts of memory that we did not have. To handle this, we had to simplify our model significantly, which is probably what lead to the weak performance. Finally, in approach, we used a modification of approach 2 that replaced the classifier with the method described in the approach to reduce the number of false positives [21] . This lead to a slight decrease in performance compared to the second approach.
The main challenge we faced in this project was the compute and memory resources needed to handle the large size of the datasets involved. In addition, the labels provided with the main dataset were rather challenging, as they did not refer to nodule locations at all. Within the approaches described above, we explored three different methods to handle the labels: averaging nodule encodings per patient, labeling nodules with the same label given to the patient, or, finally, to not do nodule detection at all and opt instead for a model on the raw images [22] [23] [24] . Of these, the method seemed to have given the best score.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a work for lung cancer classification from UCI's dataset for data mining volumes using combined method of classical featured based classifiers and supervised learning algorithms and approaches which includes support vector machine, k-nearest neighbor and decision trees. (table. 3) We have seen that to predict the malignancy of the overall scan we take the binary OR operation of each of these results [27] [28] [29] . That is if single nodule is turned out to be cancerous, we conclude that the overall scan as malignant. Even though the results from nodule segmentation stage is very accurate enough to predicting the locations of the nodulous regions, sometimes it is unable to predict nodule contours more precisely since we are applying some morphological operations yielding eroded contours into nodules. Therefore, the first step of this approach is the generation of nodule contours in order to accurately calculate above features.
When using this trained network for the prediction purpose of our pipeline, first we labeled the obtained data through dataset provided in nodule extraction stage. Then the center coordinates of all connected components were obtained, and sized accuracy cubes were cut around these centers. Then each of these cubes were sent through this network and the probabilities of being each of these cubes as nodules were taken to create a stack of a probability output detection of lung cancer. It can be seen that all three algorithms SVM, DT and k-NN tends to output nodules as well as large number of false positives indicating blood vessels as nodules. At the same time feature based method outputs parts of bronchus as the nodule candidates frequently. Thus, the binary mask indicating the possible nodule locations obtained through the union of them gives a lot of false positives besides the true positive nodule regions. Therefore, essential step in our classification pipeline is the false positive reduction of cancer and effective detection of lung cancer.
